
A-Level Literature

Assessment Details Texts

Paper 1: Love through the Ages 3hr. Students answer questions 

in three separate sections 

about texts. 40%

Othello

Anthology of Love Poetry 

through the Ages: Pre-1900

Great Gatsby.

Unseen poetry

Paper 2: Modern Times 2hr 30 minutes. Students answer 

3 separate essay questions. This 

includes comparisons.

40%

Skirrid Hill

The Colour Purple

Streetcar Named Desire

A range of unseen passages

NEA: Wide Reading Essay 3000 word essay comparing 

two texts of which one is written 

pre 1900.

20%

Students select their texts with a 

teacher’s guidance.



The Benefits of A-Level Literature

 Historical Context Matters: You will not only study the literature 
components of a text but also the historical context that produced 
the text. This will help you understand how the text is a product of 
the time it was created.

 Analytical Skills: Students will be required to analyse literary and 
linguistic features producing coherent arguments.

 Interesting Inquiries: The NEA allows you to select texts which you are 
interested in.



Poetry Analysis
“Thirty-Five” by Jackie Kay

As quick as you fell ill, quickly you recover;
A quip returned, a memory uncovered.
Saline drip, subcut, a new route discovered.
You slip into the railed bed, slide under covers.
Outside Glasgow Royal – snow – a thin sheet.
Inside your wit, wisdom makes my heart swell –
Bigger than your water-retaining feet.
Without this love, nothing could ever be well.
A gift the heart wrapped early in this life.
The more you give the more you have to cherish.
If I could offer you my veins, I’d gladly use a knife.
At times it seems if you go, I too will perish.
A mould broke made a new mother of you.
Blood, water, sealed with a kiss: all true.

How does Kay present love in this poem?



How to prepare?

Read!- the reading list that has been sent to you as well as 

around and beyond it. Yes, you may study ‘Othello’ so why not read 
‘Hamlet’ or one of Shakespeare’s contemporaries such as Marlowe?

Watch!- iplayer ‘Shakespeare in Quarantine;’ 

National Theatre every Thursday; The Globe

Talk!- once you have read/ watched, discuss it 

with your friends or family. Ask for recommendations.


